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The frontal aslant tract is a direct pathway connecting Broca’s region with the anterior cingulate and pre-supplementary motor

area. This tract is left lateralized in right-handed subjects, suggesting a possible role in language. However, there are no

previous studies that have reported an involvement of this tract in language disorders. In this study we used diffusion tracto-

graphy to define the anatomy of the frontal aslant tract in relation to verbal fluency and grammar impairment in primary

progressive aphasia. Thirty-five patients with primary progressive aphasia and 29 control subjects were recruited.

Tractography was used to obtain indirect indices of microstructural organization of the frontal aslant tract. In addition, tracto-

graphy analysis of the uncinate fasciculus, a tract associated with semantic processing deficits, was performed. Damage to the

frontal aslant tract correlated with performance in verbal fluency as assessed by the Cinderella story test. Conversely, damage to

the uncinate fasciculus correlated with deficits in semantic processing as assessed by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

Neither tract correlated with grammatical or repetition deficits. Significant group differences were found in the frontal aslant

tract of patients with the non-fluent/agrammatic variant and in the uncinate fasciculus of patients with the semantic variant.

These findings indicate that degeneration of the frontal aslant tract underlies verbal fluency deficits in primary progressive

aphasia and further confirm the role of the uncinate fasciculus in semantic processing. The lack of correlation between damage

to the frontal aslant tract and grammar deficits suggests that verbal fluency and grammar processing rely on distinct anatomical

networks.
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Introduction
Primary progressive aphasia (PPA) is a clinical dementia syndrome

characterized by the progressive breakdown of language function-

ing, with relative sparing of other cognitive domains (Mesulam,

1982, 2003; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). The syndrome is com-

plex and heterogeneous, as patients with PPA manifest different

patterns of language impairment as distinguished by three clinical

phenotypes (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). Patients with the non-

fluent/agrammatic variant present with abnormality of syntax or

some other aspects of grammar in spoken or written language in

the presence of relatively preserved single word comprehension;

their fluency is also often impaired. Patients with the semantic

variant show abnormality of single word comprehension and

naming in the presence of relatively preserved grammar and flu-

ency. Patients with the logopenic form have intermittent word-

finding hesitations, phonemic paraphasias and impaired repetition.

In the past two decades, neuroimaging has been used to inves-

tigate the neural correlates of the three clinical phenotypes. In

agrammatic PPA, atrophy is common in the left posterior frontal

areas (Grossman et al., 1996, 2004; Nestor et al., 2003; Josephs

et al., 2006; Mesulam et al., 2009), whereas structural damage in

the anterior temporal lobes is more frequently associated with the

semantic variant (Mummery et al., 2000; Galton et al., 2001;

Rosen et al., 2002; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004). Atrophy in the

left posterior temporal lobe and inferior parietal lobule are char-

acteristic of the logopenic variant (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004).

However, clinical-anatomical correlations in PPA reflect group-

wide probabilities and often, individual patients show atrophy

that extends to regions characteristically affected in other variants,

suggesting that there may be no rigid boundaries between clinical

variants.

Recent studies have examined the relationship between the dis-

tribution of cortical atrophy and specific language dimensions

across PPA variants. MRI-derived estimates of cortical atrophy,

for example, have shown distinct patterns of correlations for

verbal fluency and grammatical processing (Rogalski et al.,

2011). Poor fluency was associated with atrophy in the posterior

inferior and middle frontal gyrus, whereas grammatical processing

was associated with more widespread atrophy, including other

regions of the inferior frontal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus.

Furthermore, the association between specific symptoms and dis-

tant but anatomically connected regions suggests that vulnerability

of specific networks might be correlated with domain-specific def-

icits (Catani et al., 2012a). This hypothesis has been recently

tested with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography (Agosta

et al., 2010; Galantucci et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2011).

In particular tractography has been used to probe the micro-

structural properties of white matter along specific tracts and to

identify correlations between tract-specific degeneration and lan-

guage deficit severity (Wilson et al., 2011) or with specific sub-

types of PPA (Galantucci et al., 2011). Using this approach,

microstructural damage to the left arcuate fasciculus has been

associated with deficits in comprehension and production of gram-

mar (Wilson et al., 2011), whereas more ventral tracts (e.g. un-

cinate fasciculus) are greatly damaged in patients with PPA with

semantic deficits (Agosta et al., 2010; Galantucci et al., 2011).

Although the function of the arcuate and uncinate fasciculi in

language has been well documented in PPA, the role of other

tracts connecting to language areas remains to be determined.

In this study we used tractography in patients with PPA to study

the white matter integrity of the frontal aslant tract, a newly

described pathway connecting posterior Broca’s region with

medial frontal areas (Lawes et al., 2008; Oishi et al., 2008; Ford

et al., 2010), and its relationship to neuropsychological perform-

ance. This tract is left lateralized in most right-handed subjects,

suggesting a role in language (Catani et al., 2012b). Furthermore

it connects regions of the frontal lobe that have been associated

with impaired fluency and mutism in patients with stroke

(Kinkingnéhun et al., 2007) and brain tumours (Bizzi et al.,

2012). In addition to the frontal aslant tract, we dissected the

uncinate fasciculus to confirm previous reports of its association

with semantic processing. The frontal aslant tract and uncinate

fasciculus of the left hemisphere were dissected and the number

of streamlines for each tract used as a surrogate measure of tract

volume. We also extracted the fractional anisotropy and radial

diffusivities as possible indirect measures of white matter spatial

organization, myelination and axonal integrity (Beaulieu, 2011).

Based on previous imaging findings of distinct areas within the

inferior frontal gyrus reported to be specialized for different lan-

guage functions (Bookheimer, 2002; Anwander et al., 2007), our

hypothesis was that damage to the frontal aslant connections to

the posterior inferior frontal gyrus (e.g. pars opercularis) would be

associated with verbal fluency and syntax impairment, whereas

abnormalities in the uncinate connections of more anterior regions

(e.g. pars orbitalis) would be associated with semantic deficits.

Materials and methods

Participants
Thirty-five patients with PPA and 29 age- and gender-matched

healthy control subjects were recruited for this study (Table 1). All

subjects were recruited from the Primary Progressive Aphasia

Program, at the Cognitive Neurology and Alzheimer’s Disease Centre

of the Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine. The diag-

nosis of PPA was made by an experienced clinician (M.M.M.) on the

basis of isolated and progressive language impairment. In addition to

the root diagnosis of PPA, all patients received a descriptive diagnosis

of logopenic PPA (n = 9), agrammatic PPA (n = 14), semantic variant

PPA (n = 8), mixed (n = 2) or unclassified/severe (n = 2) PPA according

to established guidelines (Table 2) (Mesulam et al., 2009, 2012;

Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011).

The Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient was used to meas-

ure aphasia severity (Kertesz, 2006). The Western Aphasia Battery

Aphasia Quotient represents a summary of test scores from the audi-

tory comprehension, naming, repetition, and spontaneous speech

subtests.

The 10-item version of the Northwestern Anagram Test (Weintraub

et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2012a), which measures object- and

subject-extracted ‘who’ questions (e.g. Who is the groom carrying?

Who is carrying the bride?, respectively), was used as an offline meas-

ure of grammatical processing. In this test, the patient is asked to
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order single words, each printed on a separate card, to correctly depict

the action in a target picture.

The Boston Naming Test was used as a measure of naming ability

(Goodglass and Kaplan, 2001). For this test, the patient is asked to

name 60 line drawings of increasing difficulty.

A 36-item subset of moderately difficult items (items 157–192) from

the fourth edition of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was used as

a test of auditory single-word lexical-semantic processing (Dunn and

Dunn, 2006). For this test, the patient is required to match an auditory

word representing an object, action, or attribute to one of four picture

choices.

Speech samples were recorded from each participant while they told

the story of Cinderella from a wordless picture book. Each sample was

transcribed and segmented into utterances based on syntactic, pros-

odic and semantic criteria. Each utterance was coded and analysed

using a previously published procedure that quantifies both lexical

and structural detail (Thompson et al., 1995, 1997, 2012b). Mean

length of utterance (number of words per sentence) and words per

minute were used as the metrics of fluency (Supplementary material).

Diffusion tensor imaging and T1

acquisition and data processing
DTI acquisition was carried out at the Centre for Translational Imaging

at Northwestern University, Chicago. A total of 72 contiguous near-axial

slices were acquired on a 3 T Siemens Trio MRI system, using an acqui-

sition sequence fully optimized for DTI, providing isotropic

(2 � 2 � 2 mm) resolution and whole head coverage. Sixty diffusion-

weighted images (b-value of 1000 s/mm2) were acquired together

with eight images with no diffusion gradient applied. DTI processing

was performed using Explore DTI (http://www.exploredti.com).

Subject motion and geometrical distortions were corrected simultan-

eously with re-orientation of the b-matrix. Remaining outliers due to

subject motion and cardiac pulsation were excluded using the

RESTORE function (Chang et al., 2005). The tensor model was fitted

to the data using a non-linear least square fitting procedure. DTI scalar

maps, including fractional anisotropy and radial diffusivity were calcu-

lated and exported. Whole brain tractography was performed using a b-

spline interpolated streamline algorithm (stepsize 0.5 mm; fractional an-

isotropy threshold 0.15; angle threshold 35�). The whole brain tracto-

graphy was imported in TrackVis (http://www.trackvis.org) using

homemade software written in Matlab 2009b (http://www.matworks.

com) (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011).

T1-weighted MPRAGE sequences (repetition time 2300 ms; echo time

2.86 ms; flip angle, 9�; field of view, 256 mm; 60 slices; slice thickness

1.0 mm) were acquired. Magnetic resonance images were processed

using the image analysis suite FreeSurfer (version 4.5.0) (http://surfer.

nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Cortical thickness estimates were calculated by

measuring the distance between representations of the white–grey and

pial–CSF boundaries across each point of the cortical surface (Fischl and

Dale, 2000). Statistical surface maps were generated using a general

linear model that displayed differences in cortical thickness between

the 34 PPA patients and 27 healthy controls for each vertex along sur-

face representations of the entire neocortex using an FDR of 0.001

(Rogalski et al., 2011) (Fig. 1).

Virtual dissections and tract-specific
measurements
Virtual in vivo dissections of the tracts of interest were performed

using TrackVis in 35 PPA patients and 23 controls. These include the

Table 1 Subject demographics and neuropsychological scores

Variable Patients with PPA (n = 35) Healthy controls (n = 29) Group comparisons

Age, years 63.2 � 8.3 62.4 � 6 t = �0.525, P = 0.62

Duration of illness, years 3.9 � 1.8 – –

Sex, n

Male 16 15

Female 19 14 �2 = 0.322; P = 0.57

Handedness (EHI score) 95.2 � 8.9 93.2 � 9.7 t = �0.925, P = 0.359

WAB AQ (%) 79.9 � 13.6 – –

WAB repetition (%) 78.7 � 17.8 98.9 � 2 t = 7.132, P5 0.001

NAT 10 (%) 76.9 � 26.6 98.4 � 4.6 t = 4.206, P5 0.001

BNT (%) 60 � 34.1 97 � 3 t = 6.761, P5 0.001

PPVT (%) 77.8 � 24.4 98.1 � 3.6 t = 4.964, P5 0.001

MLU words (%) 8.4 � 2.6 11 � 2 t = 3.701, P5 0.001

WPM 84.9 � 42.8 131 � 19 t = 4.751, P5 0.001

Numbers are means with standard deviations. Group comparisons were by t-test or Chi-squared. BNT = Boston Naming Test; EHI = Edinburgh

Handedness Inventory; NAT = Northwestern Anagram Test; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; MLU = mean length of utterance; WAB AQ
= Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient; WPM = words per minute.

Table 2 Neuropsychological scores for the three PPA
variants

Variable PPA-L PPA-G PPA-S
(n = 9) (n = 14) (n = 8)

Age, years 65 � 7 63.5 � 8.8 57 � 4.3

Duration of illness,
years

3.6 � 1.9 3.9 � 1.3 4.1 � 1.7

WAB AQ (%) 87.7 � 13.4 76.5 � 13.4 80.2 � 10

WAB repetition (%) 83.1 � 17.6 72.5 � 17.6 91 � 8.7

NAT 10 (%) 93.7 � 10.6 54.5 � 24.6* 94.2 � 15.1

BNT (%) 80.5 � 20.6 75.5 � 25.2 16 � 19.4*

PPVT (%) 93.5 � 9.4 92.5 � 6.2 38.4 � 10.2*

MLU words (%) 9.5 � 2.3 7.3 � 2.1 10.2 � 2.1

WPM 104.3 � 38 58.5 � 19.5* 146.9 � 25.4

Numbers are means with standard deviations.
BNT = Boston Naming Test; MLU = mean length of utterance,
NAT = Northwestern Anagram Test; PPA-G = non-fluent/agrammatic; PPA-
L = logopenic variant; PPA-S = semantic variant; PPVT = Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test; WAB AQ = Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient;
WPM = words per minute.
*Statistically different versus other two variants (P5 0.001).
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frontal aslant tract and the uncinate fasciculus of the left hemisphere

(Fig. 1). Based on previous tractography work (Craig et al., 2009;

Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten 2008; Catani et al., 2012b), regions

of interest were defined manually on the axial, coronal, and sagittal

fractional anisotropy images of each participant, and were used as

seed regions for tracking. The dissectors (E.J., F.M.) were trained by

an expert tractographer (M.C.) on 10 practice data sets and dissections

for this study began only when high reliability was achieved. Each

dissector was blind to the results of the cortical atrophy analysis and

to the identity of the individual data sets. E.J. dissected the uncinate

fasciculus in all subjects whereas F.M. dissected the frontal aslant tract

in all subjects. Reliability between M.C. and the trained dissectors was

calculated on a sample of 10 data sets (five controls and five PPA)

using intraclass correlation analysis (40.90).

To dissect the frontal aslant tract, the first region of interest was

located in the white matter of the inferior frontal gyrus and the second

region of interest in the white matter of the superior frontal gyrus

(Lawes et al., 2008; Oishi et al., 2008; Ford et al., 2010; Catani

et al., 2012b; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2012a).

To dissect the uncinate fasciculus, a temporal region of interest was

defined around the white matter of the anterior temporal lobe and a

second region of interest was defined around the white matter of the

anterior floor of the extreme capsule (Catani et al., 2002; Craig et al.,

2009).

The tractography procedure used here offers some advantages com-

pared to previous publications (Catani et al., 2002) and probabilistic

approaches. First, whole brain tractography is performed by seeding

from each voxel of the brain. Other methods seed only from the

region of interest selected by the operator, which make tractography

reconstructions more dependent on the dissector’s anatomical know-

ledge or the quality of the cortical masks used to identify specific

cortical regions. The other advantage of performing whole-brain trac-

tography is the possibility of selecting streamlines that visually appear

anatomically correct and belong to the tract of interest. Hence, even

when surface anatomical landmarks differ among the subjects or the

tracts of interest are distorted by the pathology, the operator is able to

select streamlines that are consistent among subjects. In other words

the dissector is guided by the anatomy of the tract itself rather than a

priori anatomical knowledge or atlas-based constraints that may not

apply to each single subject.

Outcome variable and statistical
analysis
For each tract the number of streamlines, fractional anisotropy and

radial diffusivity were calculated. In neurodegenerative disorders the

number of streamlines reduces with the severity of the pathology and

clinical symptoms (Catani, 2006). For this reason the number of

streamlines are generally considered as a surrogate measure of tract

volume and atrophy.

Fractional anisotropy varies from 0 to 1 and represents a quantita-

tive index of the degree of anisotropy of biological tissues. Fractional

anisotropy is usually considered as an indirect measure of white matter

spatial organization and integrity, although its relationship with patho-

logical alterations of white matter fibres requires careful interpretation

in voxels containing multiple fibre orientations (Dell’Acqua and Catani,

2012; Dell’Acqua et al., 2012).

Radial diffusivity measures the diffusivity along directions orthogonal

to the eigenvector of the diffusion tensor. Radial diffusivity is generally

considered a sensitive measure for axonal/myelin damage, although

interpretation of their changes in regions with crossing fibres is not

always straightforward (Dell’Acqua et al., 2012).

Figure 1 The frontal aslant tract (cyan) and the uncinate fasciculus (green) connect regions of the frontal and temporal lobes that show

atrophic changes in patients with PPA. In particular the frontal aslant tract connects the pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)

to the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) and anterior cingulate cortex. The uncinate connects anterior temporal lobe regions,

including amygdala and temporal pole cortex, to the pars orbitalis of the inferior frontal gyrus and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). These

left hemisphere regions also show significant cortical thinning in patients with PPA compared to control subjects, where yellow represents

the most significant atrophy (FDR5 .001; min/max -log10(p) = 2.81/5.63).
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Statistical comparisons were performed using SPSS18.0. A student’s

t-test (two-tailed) for independent samples or Chi-squared test was

used to investigate differences between controls and patients with

PPA. One-way ANOVA for independent samples was used to investi-

gate differences between PPA subtypes and controls. Bonferroni cor-

rection was applied for the post hoc analysis. Pearson bivariate

correlation analysis was used to detect the strength of the correlation

between tract-specific measurements and language scores in the PPA

group. Our DTI and neuropsychology variables were highly correlated.

In particular among the neuropsychological tests we found a high

correlation between Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient,

Northwestern Anagram Test and Western Aphasia Battery repetition

(Cluster 1), Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and Boston Naming Test

(Cluster 2), and mean length of utterance and words per minute (Cluster

3). Similarly, there was a high correlation between fractional anisotropy,

perpendicular diffusivity and number of streamlines for the uncinate

fasciculus and fractional anisotropy and perpendicular diffusivity for the

frontal aslant tract. In this case a Bonferroni correction for all seven

neuropsychological tests and the six diffusion variables would be too

conservative being the actual family-wise error rate much less than the

prescribed level �. For this reason we have used a Bonferroni correction of

3 � 3 (corrected threshold P5 0.005) for the correlation analysis.

Additional operator-independent
analysis
To confirm the validity of the tractography measurements and reduce

any operator-dependent bias an atlas-based approach was used to

obtain fractional anisotropy and radial diffusivity measurements of

the frontal aslant tract and uncinate fasciculus. Automatic tractography

was performed on 80 healthy subjects. For the automatic dissection

approach predefined regions of interest normalized to a common ref-

erence space and applied to individual DTI templates were used. An

expert anatomist (M.C.) checked the anatomical validity of the gen-

erated streamlines and 2D masks were created for each tract and each

subject. Masks from all individuals were overlapped after normaliza-

tion. Average percentage maps of the frontal aslant and uncinate tract

were created using a threshold of 75% overlap (Thiebaut de Schotten

et al., 2011). The 75% percentage masks were applied to the data

sets (native space) of the patients with PPA and control subjects.

Fractional anisotropy and perpendicular diffusivity were extracted

from the individualized mask applied to each subject. Full details of

this atlas-based analysis are reported in Thiebaut de Schotten et al.,

2012b. This analysis was intended to replicate the results from the first

tractography procedure (Supplementary material). However, one in-

convenience of this approach is the lack of proxy measures of

volume atrophy. For this measurement tractography dissections are

the only method available.

Results
Table 1 and 2 show the demographic characteristics and neuro-

psychological performance of the subjects recruited for the study.

Patients with PPA and healthy control subjects were matched for

age, gender and handedness.

Frontal aslant tract
The frontal aslant tract connects the inferior frontal gyrus (pars

opercularis) to the anterior cingulate cortex and medial regions of

the superior frontal gyrus such as pre-supplementary motor and

anterior cingulate areas. These cortical projection zones of the

frontal aslant tract show reduced cortical thickness in patients

with PPA (Fig. 1).

ANOVA between PPA subtypes and controls showed statistically

significant differences in the number of streamlines (F = 4.601;

P = 0.007), fractional anisotropy (F = 7.931; P5 0.001) and

radial diffusivity (F = 3.686; P5 0.01) of the frontal aslant tract.

Abnormalities in the frontal aslant tract were particularly evident

for the agrammatic PPA group (Fig. 2). These findings are indica-

tive of macro- and microstructural abnormalities in the frontal

aslant tract of patients with agrammatic PPA.

Fractional anisotropy measurements in the frontal aslant tract

showed a positive correlation with mean length of utterance

(P = 0.004) and words per minute (P = 0.002) scores, whereas

radial diffusivity measurements correlated inversely with mean

length of utterance (P = 0.002) and words per minute (P =

0.003) scores (Fig. 3 and Table 3). No correlations were found

between the frontal aslant tract and measures of overall language

impairment (Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient), grammar

deficits (Northwestern Anagram Test), repetition (Western Aphasia

Battery—repetition) or single words comprehension (Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test). These findings suggest that microstruc-

tural abnormalities of the frontal aslant underlie verbal fluency

deficits in patients with PPA.

Uncinate fasciculus
The uncinate fasciculus connects the inferior frontal gyrus (pars

orbitalis) and orbitofrontal cortex to the anterior temporal lobe.

The cortical projection regions of the uncinate fasciculus show

reduced cortical thickness in patients with PPA compared with

control subjects (Fig. 1).

ANOVA between PPA subtypes and controls showed statistically

significant differences in the number of streamlines (F = 7.777;

P50.001), fractional anisotropy (F = 7.068; P5 0.001) and

radial diffusivity (F = 15.911; P = 0.001) in the uncinate fasciculus.

In particular the semantic variant group had statistically significant

reduction of the number of streamlines and increased radial diffu-

sivity tract-specific differences compared with controls and both

logopenic and agrammatic groups (Fig. 2). Differences in the frac-

tional anisotropy were not significant between the semantic and

non-fluent/agrammatic group. Overall these findings suggest both

microstructural and volume abnormalities in the uncinate fasciculus

of patients with semantic variant.

The number of streamlines of the uncinate fasciculus showed a

positive correlation with Boston Naming Test (P = 0.003) and

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (P50.001) scores, whereas

radial diffusivity measurements correlated inversely with Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test scores (P5 0.001) (Fig. 4 and Table 3).

Correlations between radial diffusivity and Boston Naming Test

were also significant (P = 0.014) but did not survive Bonferroni

correction. No correlations were found between the uncinate fas-

ciculus and measures of overall language impairment (Western

Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient), grammar deficits (Northwes-

tern Anagram Test), repetition (Western Aphasia Battery—repeti-

tion) or verbal fluency (mean length of utterance, words per

Network abnormalities in PPA Brain 2013: Page 5 of 10 | 5
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minute). These findings suggest that macro- and microstructural

abnormalities of the uncinate fasciculus underlie deficits in single

word comprehension and naming in patients with PPA.

The analysis of the fractional anisotropy and radial diffusivity

of the frontal aslant tract and uncinate fasciculus was re-

peated using and atlas-based approach. This analysis replicated

the main findings of the tractography method (Supplementary

material).

Discussion
This study used tractography to show that patients with PPA have

a significant reduction in the structural integrity of the frontal lobe

connections. An important dissociation was observed in the func-

tional anatomy of tracts underlying verbal fluency and semantic

processing. Abnormalities of the frontal aslant tract were

correlated with measurements of verbal fluency but not semantic

processing or naming. Conversely, tract-specific measurements of

the uncinate fasciculus correlated with semantic processing scores

but not with verbal fluency. These findings suggest that verbal

fluency and semantic processing depend on distinct tracts, both

projecting to adjacent regions of the inferior frontal gyrus.

The frontal aslant tract is a white matter bundle recently

described using post-mortem dissections and diffusion tractogra-

phy. In humans, stimulation of the pre-supplementary motor area

and anterior cingulate cortex produces both vocalization and arrest

of speech (Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950). Patients with lesions of

the pre-supplementary motor area present with various degrees of

speech impairment from a total inability to initiate speech (i.e.

mutism) to mild altered fluency (Ackermann and Riecker, 2011).

Our findings suggest that these medial regions of the frontal lobe

could facilitate speech initiation through direct connection to the

pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus. Indirect support of

Figure 2 Differences in tract-specific measurements of the frontal aslant tract and uncinate fasciculus between control subjects (C) and

patients with logopenic (L) non-fluent/agrammatic (G), and semantic (S) variants of PPA. Measurements of the number of streamlines

(Nstr), fractional anisotropy (FA) and radial diffusivity (RaD) are reported for the frontal aslant tract (upper row) and the uncinate

fasciculus (lower row). *statistically significant different versus control group (P50.01); **statistically significant different versus semantic

group (P50.05); ***statistically significant different versus controls and logopenic group (P50.001); †statistically significant different

versus all other groups (P50.001); ††statistically significant different versus controls and logopenic group (P5 0.001). Coronal images in

the middle row show the fractional anisotropy values mapped onto the streamlines of the frontal aslant tract and uncinate fasciculus of a

control subjects and two representative patients with PPA with non-fluent/agrammatic and semantic variant.
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this interpretation comes from the frequent observation of im-

paired fluency in patients with deep lesions in the frontal periven-

tricular white matter (Naeser et al., 1989). In these cases, a

disconnection of the frontal aslant could explain the emergence

of symptoms usually associated with frontal cortical damage.

For the first time, our study provides evidence of the involve-

ment of the frontal aslant tract in PPA. The damage along the

fibres of the frontal aslant tract was particularly evident for pa-

tients with agrammatic PPA compared with controls and other

PPA variants. This is in line with previous studies showing cortical

Figure 3 Correlation between tract-specific measurements of the frontal aslant tract and performances on verbal fluency tests.

FA = fractional anisotropy; RaD = radial diffusivity. Mean length of utterance is measured as number of words per sentence.

Table 3 Correlations between neuropsychological performances and tract-specific measurements of the frontal aslant tract
and uncinate fasciculus in the PPA group

Tract Diffusion tensor imaging WAB AQ NAT 10 BNT PPVT WAB rep MLU WPM

Frontal
aslant tract

N streamlines 0.121 0.298 0.045 �0.161 0.096 0.211 0.312
P = 0.488 P = 0.139 P = 0.797 P = 0.388 P = 0.585 P = 0.272 P = 0.099

Fractional anisotropy 0.289 0.488 �0.238 �0.256 0.266 �0.569* 0.598*
P = 0.122 P = 0.025 P = 0.205 P = 0.207 P = 0.156 P = 0.004 P = 0.004

Radial diffusivity �0.305 �0.423 0.110 0.175 �0.267 �0.589* �0.586*
P = 0.101 P = 0.056 P = 0.563 P = 0.393 P = 0.153 P = 0.002 P = 0.003

Uncinate
fasciculus

N streamlines 0.093 �0.052 0.495* 0.653* �0.120 0.085 �0.310
P = 0.594 P = 0.800 P = 0.003 P5 0.001 P = 0.493 P = 0.661 P = 0.101

Fractional anisotropy �0.03 0.070 0.265 0.385 �0.226 0.279 �0.029
P = 0.862 P = 0.733 P = 0.124 P = 0.033 P = 0.191 P = 0.143 P = 0.882

Radial diffusivity 0.038 �0.183 �0.413 �0.605* 0.326 �0.020 0.313
P = 0.827 P = 0.372 P = 0.014 P5 0.001 P = 0.056 P = 0.918 P = 0.098

*Values survive Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
BNT = Boston Naming Test; NAT = Northwestern Anagram Test; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; MLU = mean length of utterance; WAB AQ = Western Aphasia
Battery Aphasia Quotient; WAB rep = Western Aphasia Battery repetition; WPM = words per minute.
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atrophy in the posterior frontal regions in this subtype of PPA.

However, our group-wide analysis showed that the severity of

the diffusion abnormalities correlated with scores in verbal fluency,

but not with grammar tests, supporting a dissociation between

verbal fluency and grammar (Rogalski et al., 2011; Thompson

et al., 2012). A similar dissociation has been described in patients

with aphemia, a clinical syndrome associated with cortical abnorm-

alities of the medial frontal and lateral opercular cortex (Gallassi

et al., 2011). Thus, in light of our findings and previous studies

reporting a correlation between grammar and white matter

abnormalities of the arcuate fasciculus, we conclude that verbal

fluency and grammatical deficits in patients with PPA have a dif-

ferent anatomical substrate. In future studies we aim to under-

stand whether the anatomical substrate of fluency and grammar is

limited to these two tracts or extends to other tracts (e.g. fronto-

striatal or fronto-insular tracts) (Catani et al., 2012b). We also

recognize the limits of the Northwestern Anagram Test for testing

grammatical ability and the need to use additional measures (e.g.

tests of complex sentence comprehension, tests of grammatical

morphology) as well as on-line measures of sentence processing

for this purpose.

In addition to the frontal aslant tract we were able to demon-

strate that the uncinate fasciculus is altered in PPA, especially in

the semantic variant. Diffusivity changes in the uncinate fasciculus

were correlated with performances in single word comprehension

and naming. These results confirm previous studies highlighting

the importance of the anterior temporal pole and its connections

to the frontal lobe for verbal representation (Grossman et al.,

1996; Mummery et al., 2000; Mesulam et al., 2009; Agosta

et al., 2010).

Overall, our results suggest that the anatomical changes in PPA

extend to those white matter tracts connecting regions affected by

the pathology. These changes have significant correlations with

the clinical manifestations, although the exact correspondence to

the underlying neuropathology is difficult to determine without

post-mortem analysis. Differences in fractional anisotropy and

radial diffusivity have been associated with abnormalities in the

axonal microstructure and myelination (Agosta et al., 2010;

Beaulieu 2011). Atrophic changes, gliosis and demyelination are

common findings in post-mortem studies of patients with PPA

(Mesulam 2003; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). These pathological

changes can affect the diffusivity measurements and therefore,

explain our findings of decreased fractional anisotropy and

increased radial diffusivity. In early PPA, white matter changes

are often not detectable with conventional MRI despite the evi-

dence of cortical atrophy or reduced metabolism. Hence, the most

likely mechanism for white matter abnormalities in PPA is a sec-

ondary axonal degeneration of white matter fibres connecting

Figure 4 Correlation between tract-specific measurements of the uncinate fasciculus and performances on semantic processing tests.

Nstr = number of streamlines; RaD = radial diffusivity; BNT = Boston Naming Test, PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.
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cortical regions affected by the pathology. Future studies address-

ing the correlation between white matter changes and cortical

atrophy may provide information on the exact link between cor-

tical atrophy and altered white matter integrity in PPA.

Finally, our results also add further credence to the division of

Broca’s area into functionally distinct regions, each displaying

slightly different specializations for fluency, grammar and verbal

associations (Bookheimer 2002; Anwander et al., 2007). Selective

degeneration of different parts of Broca’s area or its connections

through the arcuate fasciculus, frontal aslant tract and uncinate

fasciculus could explain the heterogeneity of PPA presentation and

specific-domain dissociation among patients classified within the

same subtype.

In conclusion, our results complement recent DTI studies and

suggest that in patients with PPA, deficits in verbal fluency are

associated with degeneration of a Broca pre-supplementary motor

area network (i.e. the frontal aslant tract), whereas semantic and

grammar deficits are correlated with degeneration of the uncinate

and arcuate fasciculus, respectively. These findings prompt a re-

evaluation of the classical anatomy of language, where, in addition

to the arcuate fasciculus, other tracts such as the frontal aslant

tract and the uncinate fasciculus, should be included in a broader

model of language networks.
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